While end-to-end models have shown great success on the Automatic Speech Recognition task, performance degrades severely when target sentences are long-form. The previous proposed methods, (partial) overlapping inference are shown to be effective on long-form decoding. For both methods, word error rate (WER) decreases monotonically when overlapping percentage decreases. Setting aside computational cost, the setup with 50% overlapping during inference can achieve the best performance. However, a lower overlapping percentage has an advantage of fast inference speed. In this paper, we first conduct comprehensive experiments comparing overlapping inference and partial overlapping inference with various configurations. We then propose Voice-Activity-Detection Overlapping Inference to provide a trade-off between WER and computation cost. Results show that the proposed method can achieve a 20% relative computation cost reduction on Librispeech and Microsoft Speech Language Translation long-form corpus while maintaining the WER performance when comparing to the best performing overlapping inference algorithm. We also propose Soft-Match to compensate for similar words mis-aligned problem.
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1. INTRODUCTION

End-to-end (E2E) models have shown great performance on the Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) task, and give significant improvement over conventional Hidden Markov Model (HMM) systems [1, 2, 3]. Compared to conventional systems, E2E systems also yield less memory usage because they maps acoustic input into transcription with a single model. Some of the most popular E2E ASR approaches include Connectionist temporal classification (CTC) [4, 5], Recurrent Neural Network Transducer (RNN-T) [6, 7], and attention-based encoder-decoder model [8, 9].

However, researchers have shown that E2E models trained on short training segments do not perform well when decoding long-form speech because of domain-mismatch between training and inference phases [10, 11, 12, 13]. One solution is to include more long-form audio data during training. But collecting long-form data is time-consuming, and not feasible in model training because of GPU memory restriction.

Some methods have been introduced to solve the long-form speech recognition problem for E2E models. By incorporating datasets from various domains, models can have better generality regarding various lengths [12]. Random State Sampling and Passing are proposed to simulate long-form characteristics in the training domain [12]. Monotonic attention is also applied to improve the generality of long-form speech recognition performance by restricting the decoder to focus on a subsequence of encoder states [11]. Relative Positional Embedding is proposed in order to increase transformer generalization for long-form speech [14].

The problem can also be mitigated in the inference stage. In [1], overlapping inference (OI) is proposed. Utterances are decoded after chopping them into short overlapped segments. Segmental hypotheses are aligned and concatenated. However, the non-overlapped region is not tackled properly, and makes OI not applicable with low overlapping percentage. An extension of OI, dynamic overlapping inference is proposed to relax overlapping percentage constraint, by directly aligning frame-level hypothesis from RNN-T [11]. But there is a large performance gap using a shorter interval. Thus, partial overlapping inference (POI) is introduced to solve the non-overlapped region problem using different margin conditions [15]. But POI still degrades recognition accuracy due to the lack of common words under lower overlapping percentages.

Previous work demonstrated that a higher overlapping percentage yields better performance, but introduce more computation cost. This motivates us to search for a solution that can suppress computation cost by using lower overlapping percentage, like 30%, but maintain equivalent performance as using 50%. In this work, we propose Voice-Activity-Detection Overlapping Inference (VADOI), to detect the boundary of the overlapped segment in streaming manner. By obtaining better recognition results at windows boundaries, we can mitigate alignment confusion by introducing more common words. Results show that we can achieve equivalent performance as using 50% overlapping percentage, with 20% computation cost reduction on long-form datasets simulated from Microsoft Language Speech Transla-
tion (MSLT) [16] and Librispeech [17]. We also modify the fixed substitution cost and matching reward into Soft-Match to compensate for mismatch between similar but not identical words. However, because Soft-Match aims to solve edge cases, performance doesn’t improve significantly.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces OI and POI. Proposed VADOI, Soft-Match are given in Section 3. Experimental results and discussions are reported in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. (PARTIAL) OVERLAPPING INFERENCE

In this section, OI and POI are briefly introduced. To solve long-form speech recognition problem in the decoding stage, the naive approach is to concatenate non-overlapped segmental decoded results. However, when naively chopping long-form utterances without constraint, words at boundaries are highly likely to be chopped apart and cause distortion.

2.1. Overlapping Inference

For OI, decoded results from each pair of overlapped consecutive windows are aligned through dynamic programming. A series of word pairs are concatenated through the tie-breaking algorithm [10]. The target of alignment is to minimize word error rate (WER) between decoded results of consecutive segments, where previous sentence behaves as groundtruth and next sentence as prediction. There is no surprise that the non-overlapped region will introduce external insertion and deletion errors. This problem doesn’t affect alignment performance when the overlapping percentage is high because enough common words can provide sufficient matching reward for good alignment. However, performance degrades dramatically, or even fails when the overlapping percentage is low.

2.2. Partial Overlapping Inference

To relax the constraint of high overlapping percentage, POI is proposed to suppress external insertion and deletion costs. Compared with OI, marginal deletion cost and insertion cost are set to be 0. To prevent concatenating two overlapped sequences end-to-end, POI sets negative matching reward to encourage overlapping alignment. Aside from manipulating marginal conditions, POI can choose to do alignment in character level. However, even though computation cost reduces when using lower overlapping percentage, WER degrades monotonically. For algorithm details, please refer to [15].

3. PROPOSED METHODS

3.1. VAD Overlapping Inference

As mentioned in Sec. 2, for POI, there is a zero-sum trade-off between computational cost and ASR performance through overlapping inference. Error analysis shows that, the cause of WER degradation is lacking shared words across segments. Alignment only works well when there are enough matching rewards from common words between consecutive segments. This condition can be achieved under large overlapping percentage. Although some words are recognized differently in different segments, the number of common words still prevail. While, for low overlapping percentage, fewer words can provide matching reward. If some are recognized differently due to boundary distortion, alignment will be severely affected.

Therefore, VADOI is proposed to prevent chopping in the middle of a word. The diagram of chopping stage of VADOI is shown in Fig. 1. After a first-stage segment is generated with fixed segment length and overlapping percentage, a VAD is applied on the segment. The starting frame and the end frame are shifted separately to the middle of the closest long-pause with a desired length. To ensure the existence of an overlapped region, we restrict shifting distance to be shorter than half of the overlapping region length. If a long-pause is not found within this range, the desired length will be cut in half. Searching and shifting will be repeated until a sufficient long-pause is detected.

For shifting direction, end frame is always shifted to the left to enforce causality. For starting frame, cases are considered separately. When we always shift starting frame to the long-pause on the left, it’s possible that some words will appear in three segments where overlapping percentage exceeds 40%, which will deteriorate alignment. Therefore, starting frame is shifted to the right when overlapping percentage is over 40%, to prevent triple word-pair, and shifted to the left as shown in Fig. 1 when overlapping length is below 40%, to maintain segment length.

Since VAD can be embedded into the model, frame-level VAD results and RNN-T hypothesis can be obtained simultaneously, computation cost for VAD can be ignored.

3.2. Soft-Match

For OI and POI alignment, the operation cost related to substitution and matching is obtained using the function:

\[
e_{sub} = \begin{cases} 
    w_{match} & \text{if } d_i(j) = d_{i+1}(k) \\
    w_{sub} & \text{else}
\end{cases}
\]  

Fig. 1. VADOI: Chopping and Shifting
where $d_i(j)$ denotes the $j$-th word in the $i$-th segment, $w_{sub}$ and $w_{match}$ are substitution cost and matching reward, respectively, and $e_{sub}$ is the operation cost \[15\]. A substitution error is omitted no matter how similar two words are. Since two words omitted from the same acoustic feature are expected be aligned, Equation (1)'s condition is too strong. To relax the constraint, Soft-Match function is defined as:

$$e_{sub} = CER(d_i(j), d_{i+1}(k)) \cdot (w_{sub} - w_{match}) + w_{match}$$ \tag{2}

The Character Error Rate (CER) between words $d_i(j)$ and $d_{i+1}(k)$ is projected into a continuous number within range between $w_{sub}$ and $w_{match}$. Then similar word-pair can contribute smaller operation cost to encourage correct alignment.

4. EXPERIMENTS

The RNN-T model is trained on 59k hours of mixed public dataset including Librispeech training data \[17\], Switchboard \[18\], Fisher \[19\], and so on\(^1\), with the Tensorflow framework \[20\]. 64 dimension Log-filterbank Energy (LFBE) is used and SpecAugment \[21\] is applied for model training. The encoder consists of 8x1024 LSTM \[22\] layers with LayerNorm enabled, and 2x16 single view frequency-LSTM (FLSTM) \[23\] with window size as 8 and stride as 2. The decoder is constructed with 2x1024 LSTM layers. The joint network is a feed-forward structure with single tanh layer. The FastEmit lambda is set to 0.005 \[24\]. All results are obtained without any second pass rescoring or shallow fusion language model.

4.1. Simulate Long-form Dataset

Experiments are conducted on two long-form datasets, MSLT-long and Lib-long, which are simulated from MSLT test set \[16\] and Librispeech test-clean set \[17\] respectively. For MSLT, we first sort all utterances by length. The long-form test set is simulated by choosing one utterance with duration longer than the median and one shorter than the median repeatedly. Concatenation stops once the length of the concatenated utterance exceeds 120 seconds. For Librispeech, we just simply concatenate utterances from the same speaker. Concatenation stops at 120 seconds. The average length of MSLT-long dataset is 121 seconds and standard deviation as 5 seconds, and 120 seconds and 3.8 seconds for Lib-long.

4.2. (Partial) Overlapping Inference

Performance of Baseline, Naive-approach, OI and POI under various configurations on MSLT-long dataset are reported in Table.1. For the Baseline system, long-form utterances are decoded directly. For the Naive-approach, long-form utterances are chopped into 12 seconds segments without overlapping. Long-form results are obtained by concatenating segments results in order. Naive-approach is marked as 0\% in following tables to represent that there is no overlap. For OI, $w_{del}$, $w_{ins}$, $w_{sub}$, $w_{match}$ are empirically set to 1, 1, 1, 0. For POI, $w_{del}$, $w_{ins}$, $w_{sub}$, $w_{match}$ are set to 2, 2, 1, -2.

Aside from WER comparison, decoding time and overlapping inference time is also reported. Decoding time represents how many folds is needed to decode compared with Baseline (1T represents the baseline runtime). It also represents the ratio of the number of generated segments compared with Naive-approach (T). Overlapping inference time represents absolute duration for OI-based algorithm to do alignment and concatenation in sec/utt. Results from Table.1 show that by incorporating OI and POI, performances outperform Baseline and Naive-approach for most cases. Regarding POI and OI, POI always performs better than OI, especially for 30\% and 15\% cases. Since POI sets better margin conditions, non-overlapped regions are handled well. It also shows that word-level alignment almost always outperforms char-level one. Since for char-level alignment, the omitted word might not be in the vocabulary, which introduces extra substitution errors. It’s worth noting, OI fails when applying char-level alignment. Since char-level alignment introduces many more non-overlapped instances than word-level one, OI is therefore not compatible with char-level alignment by nature. It can also be observed that, even POI yields good improvement over the Baseline and the Naive-approach when overlapping percentage is low, there is still monotonic performance degradation as overlapping percentage decreases. Regarding decoding time and overlapping inference duration, intuitively, setting larger overlapping percentage will generates more segments which will increase the decoding time by 1.87× (50\%), 1.37× (30\%) and 1.16× (15\%) compared with the Baseline and the Naive-Approach. Char-level alignment takes significant amount of extra time to do alignment and concatenation. Because when we switch alignment unit from word to char, the dynamic graph size scales up exponentially. Searching a extremely large dynamic graph is not feasible in real-world use-case. Based on our findings here, word-level POI is used as the default configuration in the following experiments. We observed similar outcome on Lib-long dataset, and therefore dropped the result in the interest of saving article space.

4.3. VAD Overlapping Inference

We employed a statistical-based VAD \[25\]. The initial duration of long-pause is empirically set to 0.1 second. Results of VADOI of MSLT-long are reported in Table.2 and Lib-long in Table.3. Because end frame is always shifted to the left, incorporating VAD will generate slightly more segments under the same overlapping percentages.

For 50\% overlapping percentage, performance of VADOI is slightly worse on both datasets. We believe it is because 50\% overlapping percentage already introduces sufficient common words for good alignment. More segments might not improve alignment performance but rather increase the

\[^1\]https://github.com/kingformatty/Long-Form-RNN-T-Datasets.git.
risk of choosing wrong words. For 30% overlapping percentage, performance is improved from 13.27% to 13.02% on MSLT-long and 6.79% to 6.58% on Lib-long, which is equivalent to performance of 50% on MSLT-long, and only 1.3% relative WER degradation on Lib-long, but with 19.79% and 20% less computation cost respectively. Other computation costs are ignored, including dynamic programming and concatenation, since their computational load is irrelevant to inferring the RNN-T model. It turns out that for 30% overlapping percentage, VADOI improves WER by chopping segments more intelligently and cause less confusion for alignment when common words do not prevail. For 15%, VADOI still outperforms POI. But VADOI on 15% doesn’t achieve equivalent results as using 50% due to extremely lacking of common words. We also tried 7% and lower overlapping percentage. But results show that 7% POI starts to perform worse than applying VAD in Naive-approach.

### 4.4. Soft-Match

Table 4 reports results when applying Soft-Match on VADOI. The table shows that by applying Soft-Match in alignment, consistent yet limited improvement is observed for all trials on two datasets. We suspect the reason for lacking strong outcome might be that the problem expected to be solved by Soft-Match does not prevail in our case. However, Soft-Match do not introduce side effect to the performance and can actually handle mis-aligned similar words problem efficiently.

### 5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In this work, we made a comprehensive comparison of OI and POI with various configurations. Results show that the word-level POI algorithm yields the best performance of all, setting intelligent margin conditions. We also show that by incorporating VAD into POI can efficiently reduce computation cost. With our methods, we have obtained equivalent WER as using 50% overlapping percentage while only overlapping the segments by 30% on both MSLT-Long and Lib-long dataset, achieving a 20% computational cost reduction. We also propose a novel Soft-Match mechanism to project the operation cost of substitution and matching into continuous space to compensate for mis-aligned similar words. For future work, we plan to train a better Neural-Network based VAD to replace the naive statistical VAD. We will also investigate how to use acoustic features to estimate optimal overlapping percentage and segmentation length.
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